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ADDENDUM REPORT

The application was presented to Members of the Development Control Committee
on the 24th November 2017 with a recommendation that the application was
approved with authority to issue approval to the Director of Economic Development
subject to the imposition of planning conditions and completion of a legal agreement
for the provision of affordable housing and a financial contribution for open space
provision.

At the time, Cumbria County Council as the Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood
Authority raised objections on both highway and drainage matters.

In respect of highway issues, it was stated that inadequate information had been
submitted to satisfy the local planning authority that the proposal is acceptable in
terms of:
a) access;
b) visibility splays;
c) off-street parking;
d) road layout;
e) road construction;
f) road gradients;
g) surface water drainage;
h) on site turning facilities;
i) its effect on local traffic conditions and public safety;



j) impact on sustainable travel.

With regard to drainage issues, again it was stated that inadequate information had
been submitted to satisfy the local planning authority that the proposal is acceptable
in terms of: 
a) flood risk assessment;
b) site investigation / percolation tests;
c) greenfield runoff rates;
d) outline drainage details;
e) outline drainage calculations;
f) details of who will maintain the drainage system;
g) details of exceedance routes.

In addition, the Officer's report made reference in paragraphs 6.29 and 6.30 to the
fact that during the course of the application process, a request was received from a
resident to consider the imposition of Tree Preservation Order for the trees along the
site frontage together with others in the vicinity of the site.

Officers concluded that blanket requests for TPOs can be counter-productive and a
more focussed approach can achieve better results especially where there is no
perceived threat to the trees.  The trees within the application site are proposed to
be retained as part of the development and the trees on the western side of
Durranhill Road and under council ownership.  In terms of both sites, there is no
imminent threat to the loss of the trees.  To support this assessment the council
commissioned an independent consultant to provide a further assessment of the
trees.  This was not available at the time of writing that report but a verbal update
was due to be given by officers to Members at the meeting.

During the course of the site visit undertaken by Members of the Development
Control Committee, a Councillor questioned the impact of the development on
United Utilities infrastructure that was installed under the land approximately 2 years
ago.

Although a response was available regarding these 3 issues, Members deferred the
application in order that an amended report could be prepared and made available
at the next meeting that encompasses these updates and that proper consideration
could therefore be given to the proposal.

Section 5 of the committee report contains a Summary of Consultation Responses
that has been updated to include the revised response from Cumbria County
Council.  In summary, the Local Highway Authority state:

“There are significant capacity issues are present at the Park Road/Montgomery
Way junction as well as at the Durranhill / Montgomery Way junction, therefore a
contribution to the Warwick Road improvements (£187k) is required to mitigate the
impact of the development.

In light of the above we can confirm that the Local Highway Authority has no
objection to this application.”

This response is based on a number of suggested conditions together with a



revision to the draft S106 Agreement to include the following highway elements:
£25,000 to improve the cycle infrastructure in the area;
£187,000 to part fund the improvements to Warwick Road;
£6,600 travel plan monitoring;
£32,570 toward the ducting for potential future traffic lights / pedestrian crossings
of Durranhill road at its junction with Montgomery way.

In terms of the flooding and drainage issues, the Lead Local Flood Authority has
confirmed that:

as a result of the application documents and further discussions, the scheme
details a further change to the layout of the drainage system for the southern
area of which demonstrates that storage can be provided outside of the flood risk
area;
it is also proposed that treatment can be provided via a swale before the surface
water is discharged to the watercourse.  Although the applicant has proposed a
traditional method of surface water system via pipes and underground tanks the
applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that the
Non-statutory technical standards for sustainable drainage (March 2015) can be
met and that the surface water will receive sufficient treatment before its
discharge;
the applicant has not yet provided all details on the proposed drainage system
such as detailed design drawings, maintenance plan etc. but it is considered that
these can be conditioned to be provided prior to commencement on site.
no objection is raised subject to the imposition of conditions.

Following the submission of these comments, the applicant has held further
discussions with the Highway Authority.  Consequently, the figures quoted have
been updated and now read:

£15,000 to improve the cycle infrastructure;
£110,000 to part fund the improvements to Warwick Road;
£6,600 for travel plan monitoring;

The Highway Authority has agreed that £32000 will be very difficult to justify under
the terms of the NPPF as the ducting would not improve matters and would
therefore fail the “severity” tests.

The council has received the report from the Arboricultural consultant who was
asked to assess trees in the area and whether they are worthy of a preservation
order.  Some of these trees are on the site of this application.  The report concludes
that:

“In respect of the Taylor Wimpey site, the layout of the development ensures the
trees are retained in public open space and on roadside verges, rather than in small
private gardens. During development of the site, retention and management of the
trees could be secured by planning conditions. Post development it is expected that
the trees will be managed by either the County Council or a management company
in accordance with best practice.”

United Utilities has infrastructure parallel with the western boundary of the site.  In
the north-west corner, the property on Plot 198 for example would be approximately
16 metres from the infrastructure.  United Utilities has raised no objection to the



application subject to the provision of adequate space for an easement and subject
to the imposition of conditions.  An easement is 3 metres either side of the centre of
the infrastructure which in this instance, is more than achievable.

Since the publication of the previous report, 2 additional letters from neighbouring
properties together with a letter from Councillor Paton have been received.  These
are summarised in Section 4 of this report.

In light of this, the Recommendation (paragraph 1.1) together with the planning
conditions relating to highway issues have been updated and authority to issue
approval to the Corporate Director of Economic Development is now sought subject
to the imposition of planning conditions and completion of a legal agreement for the
provision of affordable housing, open space contribution and financial contributions
towards highway improvements and monitoring.

COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 24th NOVEMBER 2017 MEETING

1. Recommendation

1.1 The recommendation is for authority to issue an approval subject to the
completion of an appropriate Section 106 Agreement regarding the provision
of affordable housing (16 social rented and 15 discounted sale), the
management/maintenance of open space inclusion of the acoustic fence; the
payment of £68,403 towards off-site sports pitches; the payment of £15,000
to improve the cycle infrastructure and £110,000 to part fund the
improvements to Warwick Road and the payment of £6,600 for monitoring of
the Travel Plan.

2. Main Issues

2.1 The Principle Of Development
2.2 The Layout, Scale, Appearance, Access And Landscaping
2.3 Impact On Trees and Hedgerows
2.4 Whether The Proposal Would Adversely Affect The Amenity Of The

Occupiers Of Neighbouring Properties
2.5 Impact On Listed Building
2.6 Highway Issues And Accessibility
2.7 Affordable Housing, Education And Recreational Provision
2.8 Archaeology
2.9 Contaminated Land
2.10 The Effect Of The Proposed On Nature Conservation Interests
2.11 Flood Risk And Foul and Surface Water Drainage
2.12 Crime and Disorder
2.13 Waste/ Recycling
2.14 Other Matters

3. Application Details

The Site



3.1 This application relates to 9.51 hectares of 2 pasture fields irregularly shaped
and separated by loosely defined hedging, located on the southern side of
Durranhill Road to the immediate south and east of the existing residential
development at Alexandra Drive and Barley Edge; west of the M6; and east
of the Carlisle/ Newcastle railway line.  The site is delineated by post and
wire fencing and hedging. 

3.2 The land undulates in both west-east and south-north directions sloping
down between 35m AOD to 25m AOD.  The site is bounded by the artificial
embankment of the M6.  There is also a pond in the south-eastern corner of
the site.

3.3 The western boundary and site frontage contains vehicular accesses,
hedging and a series of mature deciduous trees.  Further to the west and on
the opposite side of Durranhill Road is a residential area comprising of
Wingate Road, Talkin Close and Chapel Brow.  A further row of trees are
sited along the south-west boundary between the land subject of this
application and Barley Edge.  These trees are protected by Tree
Preservation Order number 254. 

3.4 There are archaeological assets dating to the prehistoric and Romano-British
periods within the site that comprise an extension of the enclosures, field
systems and settlement remains revealed in earlier archaeological
investigations undertaken in advance of the construction of the adjacent
residential sites. 

3.5 A grade II Listed Building in the form of a former convent is a located
approximately 90 metres to the south-west of the application site.  The site
falls within Flood Zone 1.

The Proposal

3.6 This application is seeking full permission to erect 198 dwellings with
vehicular access achieved via a priority junction on Durranhill Road.  The
proposed development is a mix of bungalows and two storey detached,
semi-detached and terraced houses.  The net area to be developed is 7.45
hectares at a density of approximately 26.5 dwellings per hectare comprising
13 two bedroom houses, 66 three bedroom houses, 93 four bedroom
houses, 16 five bedroom houses and 10 two bedroom bungalows.  The
submitted layout plan shows the development served by:

a 2m high acoustic fence along the northern boundary;
shared central squares;
retention of the natural frontage along Durranhill Road;
3 natural play areas partially 2 of which part of the SUDs area;
inclusion of a formal residential garden area.

3.7 These features and spaces will be linked by a pedestrian footpath which
integrates the green network into the wider development, promoting resident
accessibility. 



3.8 In addition to the submitted plans, the application is accompanied by:
an Affordable Housing Statement;
an Air Quality Assessment;
an Arboricultural Impact Assessment;
an Arboricultural Method Statement;
an Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment and Heritage Statement;
an Archaeological Evaluation;
a Bat Survey;
a Design and Access Statement;
an Ecological Impact Assessment;
a Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Strategy;
a Gas Risk Assessment;
a Geoenvironmental Appraisal;
a Geophysical Survey;
a Great Crested Newt eDNA Results;
a Landscape Strategy Design and Access Statement;
a Landscape & Visual Appraisal;
a Noise Impact Assessment;
a Planning Statement;
a Statement of Community Involvement;
a Transport Assessment;
a Travel Plan.

4. Summary of Representations

4.1 This application has been advertised by means of 3 site notices, a press
notice and to the occupiers of 44 of the neighbouring properties.  In response,
18 letters of objection have been received and the main issues raised are
summarised as follows:
1. residents were never under any illusion that further building wouldn't take

place on Durranhill Road, but 198 new dwellings is simply preposterous;
2. the development of 198 houses will overlook neighbouring properties that

will lead to a loss of privacy and will certainly impact on the peaceful
enjoyment of homes and gardens;

3. the construction of this housing estate will be visually overbearing and is
an inappropriate design for this part of Carlisle;

4. the visual impact of people travelling to the Great Border City will also be
hugely affected if all they can see is housing estate after housing estate
as they travel north on the M6. Hardly the picturesque City image that
Carlisle City Council wishes to convey;

5. the estate might be in keeping with the Local Plan but are 198 more
houses really required in this ward?  Taylor Wimpey already have circa
200 homes at The Coppice however Taylor Wimpey themselves have
confirmed that these homes are failing to sell.  Story Homes are
constantly building more and more, why destroy more greenfield to be
replaced by empty houses?;

6. how can the appropriate visibility splay be achieved without removing
trees and hedgerows?;

7. the road is essentially a country lane that could not cope with the
additional demand.  The traffic calming measure will result in vehicles



being congested further diminishing the air quality; 
8. the additional vehicles, (based on an average of 1.22 cars per

household), will result in 242 cars on or around Rosehill and the
surrounding area that will have a drastic effect on traffic flow and
congestion;

9. Durranhill Road leading to Scotby Road is already a busy road; this
additional concentration of vehicles will cause traffic problems and create
a safety hazard for other road users and more importantly pedestrians;

10. more vehicles will use Scotby as an escape route to avoid congestion on
Rosehill, making traffic in Scotby itself an issue;

11. the pavements in place are not fit for purpose and not suitable for the
current number of pedestrians using them. How will they ever cope with
the increased footfall;

12. where are the children living in the 198 proposed houses going to go to
school? Scotby and Inglewood Primary Schools are both already
oversubscribed;

13. this is a most unsuitable site that will cause misery and disruption to
everyone who lives in the vicinity/ uses this road for the 4 to 5 years it will
take to complete;

14. the land will be contaminated from animal excrement, fertilisers etc.  The
land should be left fallow before any development occurs;

15. Roman remains are known to exist in the field been properly inspected?
Are these going to be protected?;

16. the Bat Survey suggests that activity is low but this is not the case from
the windows of neighbouring properties in the summer;

17. the area is alive with wildlife including badgers, foxes, bats and numerous
- where will these be displaced to?  The hedgerows and trees that house
these animals are all beautiful, how will these be protected?;

18. it can only be assumed that the bat survey was carried out in the middle
of the day as the tree line is absolutely teeming with them, was the survey
totally independent?;

19. green space in the area is running out.  This is the last green space in the
area, is this not far more important than a few more houses just to keep a
quota?;

20. parents of the children of Barley Edge and Alexandra Drive choose not to
walk their children to the nearby Scotby School as the pathways are far
too narrow, the cars travel too fast and there is simply too many vehicles
using the road at these times of day;

21. many residents of Botcherby, Harraby and surrounding areas use
Durranhill Road as a Rat Run further adding to the volume and more
importantly the danger. Surely by adding a further 200 odd houses
(approx. 250/300 cars) this is only going to add to this dangerous
problem?;

22. 2 properties on Barley Edge will have a gable end built at the bottom of
their gardens, completely blocking out their views and direct sunlight;

23. the submitted plan includes the erection of houses with gables hard up
against existing neighbouring gardens thus blocking all light to the
windows to the rear of the houses and gardens - surely residents have a
right to sunlight and not to look directly at a brick wall?;

24. the proposed plans outline the children's play park to be directly next to
both the busy railway line and the motorway which is a potential problem;



25. Taylor Wimpey should either withdraw planning altogether or as a final
option, drastically redesign the build to a much smaller scale, having far
less adverse impact on the area;

26. Scotby village shop will not be supported as Tesco is a more attractive
option and is closer.

4.2 Following further consultation in respect of the amended layout, details and
house types, a further 6 letters of objection have been received that reiterate
the issues summarised above.

4.3 Cllr Paton has submitted an objection to the application and the concerns
raised reflect those summarised in paragraph 4.1 above.

5. Summary of Consultation Responses

Cumbria County Council - (Highways & Lead Local Flood Authority): - the
following comments have been received:

Local Highway Authority (LHA) Comments
Further to the original comments made by the LHA in its consultation
response dated 18th September 2017 the applicant has provided further
information namely in the response from Tim Speed Consulting.  The LHA
have commented on each of the individual points made by Tim Speed
Consulting which is reproduced following this report which are summarised as
follows:
1. two accesses are now proposed with the second access greater than 25

metres from the Park Road/Montgomery Way junction which is
acceptable;

2. comment noted no further response required;
3. the route assessment carried out by the applicant should be

proportionate.  We would not expect a full audit of all routes to the city
centre.  However, the transport assessment submitted makes no
reference to any existing facilities for walking and cycling.  While the site
may be three kilometres from the city centre, it is not shown that suitable
routes exist to the city centre.  For walking, current guidance on the
provision of crossings has moved away from the use of PV2.  Given the
uncertainty on the deliverability of buildouts, a crossing may be
appropriate.  For cycling, cycle improvements on Borland Avenue towards
Botcherby have been identified (£25k) and a contribution is appropriate.
The applicant would also be required to provide a pedestrian refuge
enabling pedestrians to cross the road in safety.  This will be conditioned
as part of the ancillary road works needed for this application.

4. comment noted no further response required;
5. although the TRICS output does not follow the TRICS good practice

guide, in that it only contains a minimal amount of filtering to obtain similar
sites (by site location).  However, the trip rates used are robust and can
be agreed.

6. comment noted no further response required;
7. the guidance used in the assessment, Guidance on Transport

Assessment has been superseded. However, both it and its replacement,
planning practice guidance document Travel Plans, Transport



Assessments and Statements note that the future year(s) should be
agreed with the relevant authorities.  The impact of this development has
been modelled as part of the Carlisle Local Plan Infrastructure Deficit and
it is considered acceptable on this occasion;

8. the use of the word “average” is technically correct, as it does not refer to
the whole modelled time period but to the queue length in that 15-minute
period. The results given by Junctions9/PICADY are average results due
to variability in traffic flow.  The actual queue length at the junction would
vary both within the time period (as demonstrated by the use of ONE
HOUR/ODTAB demand assumptions) and from day to day within each
15-minute period.  In any case, the junction is shown to be operating with
a max RFC of 0.98 and a poor level of service (F) in the modelled evening
peak. Improvements mentioned in point 9 below by the LHA should be
proposed to mitigate the impact at this location;

9. the transport assessment for this development identifies that traffic
generated by this development will use these junctions, that the junction
is forecast to operate over capacity (even with outstanding issues
regarding the model methodology), and that the development will have an
impact on the junction.  The linking of models affects both the queueing
and the delay for each movement, both of which are important outputs,
and also has an effect on the capacity of opposed movements.  The use
of standalone models means the results underestimate the queuing and
delay at each junction, and these are also important considerations as
this is the primary route into Carlisle from the east.  However, the
development is still having a negative effect on the junction. The model
shows total delay at the junction would increase by 5.7 pcu-hrs in the
evening peak, or an increase of 11 per cent, which as stated is an
underestimate.  As part of the evidence base for the local plan,
congestion issues were identified at this junction due to the impact of new
development. Potential improvements have been identified for these
junctions, and these have been subject to further design work,
consultation and refinement.  This site is the closest allocated site in the
local plan to these junctions.  Given the cost of the improvements is
estimated to be £1.7m, an 11 per cent contribution of £187k is
appropriate;

10. the LHA reply stated ‘over capacity’ but it was meant to state “under
capacity”.  However, there is still a maximum average delay of nearly two
minutes at this location.  This delay adds further evidence that the
development would significantly increase delay at key junctions which are
forecast to be close to or over capacity.  Improvements to walking/ cycling
routes and highways mitigation at appropriate locations are therefore
required;

11. Warwick Road being an arterial route into Carlisle from the
M6/North-east, is one of the busiest roads in Carlisle, a five-year period is
therefore appropriate.

In summary, there are significant capacity issues are present at the Park
Road/ Montgomery Way junction as well as at the Durranhill /  Montgomery
Way junction, therefore a contribution to the Warwick Road improvements
(£187k) is required to mitigate the impact of the development.



In light of the above we can confirm that the LHA has no objection to this
application but recommend that the following elements are contained in any
permission granted.

No development shall take place until such time as the following have been
completed to the satisfaction of the Highway Authority together with the
imposition of appropriate conditions that include construction of carriageways,
footways, cycle ways etc. to adoptable standard; off-site traffic calming to be
constructed to appropriate standards; provision of visibility splays; provision
of land for the parking of construction vehicles; the submission of a
Construction Method Statement; and the submission of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan.

The applicant to enter into a suitably worded legal agreement to fund the
following –

£25,000 to improve the cycle infrastructure in the area.
£187,000 to part fund the improvements as indicated above.
£6,600 travel plan monitoring
£32,570 toward the ducting for potential future traffic lights / pedestrian
crossings of Durranhill road at its junction with Montgomery way.

Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) comments
The LLFA have now had sight of the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) which
has been produced by Queensbury Design Limited dated June 2017.  The
FRA details the various flood risks to the site and has identified that there is a
medium risk of flooding from surface water in the lowest section of the site.
The FRA has indicated that floor levels should be of a minimum of 300mm
above this level.  The FRA has also provided details of an outline drainage
strategy which provides a traditional piped system discharging to attenuation
basins.  It is proposing that the site will be set up into sub-catchments with
discharge on the whole via an attenuation basin which can be designed to
treat the surface water before it is discharged to the watercourse.  In general
these principles are acceptable, however in the most southern area of the site
the applicant is not proposing to discharge the surface water through the
attenuation basin with a direct discharge to the watercourse.  This is not
acceptable.  Also in this location the applicant is proposing to sight the
attenuation basin within the area at risk from surface water flooding.  This is
also not acceptable as any storage facility should be located outside and
above the level of the surface water flood risk area.

Further discussions over and above the details provided in the FRA have now
been provided which have detailed a further change to the layout of the
drainage system for the southern area of which demonstrates that storage
can be provided outside of the flood risk area.  It is also proposed that
treatment can be provided via a swale before the surface water is discharged
to the watercourse.  Although the applicant has proposed a traditional method
of surface water system via pipes and underground tanks the applicant has
provided sufficient information to demonstrate that the Non-statutory technical
standards for sustainable drainage (March 2015) can be met and that the
surface water will receive sufficient treatment before its discharge.  The
applicant has not yet provided all details on the proposed drainage system



such as detailed design drawings, maintenance plan etc. but it is considered
that these can be conditioned to be provided prior to commencement on site.
The LLFA would, therefore, propose that the local planning authority include
the conditions and an informative in any permission granted;

Highways England: - no objection;

Wetheral Parish Council: - Members are concerned about the amount of
additional traffic which would be generated, and the safety of road users,
including children, unless a permanent footpath is added.  Members also
have concerns due to the single point of access for the development,
particularly for emergency services in the event of a major incident.  The
Parish Council would recommend a site visit;

Environment Agency (N Area (+ Waste Disp & Planning Liaison Team): - the
Environment Agency are not required to formally comment on the above
application as it is not listed in the 'When to Consult the Environment Agency'
document or in the Development Management Procedure Order 2015 /
General Permitted Development Order 2015;

Local Environment, Waste Services: - no objection in principle.  Overall the
layout looks acceptable for access by the waste collection vehicles.  Whilst
the council does not normally access private drives with vehicles to empty
waste containers, provided the surfaces are tarmaced to a highway standard
capable of taking the weight of the vehicles when fully laden (up to 26 tonnes)
then there should be no problem in reversing back from the turning heads to
empty bins.  If this is not the case, residents would need to bring their
containers to the point where the road is acceptably made up.  There should
be sufficient pavement space to leave bins out for collection, particularly
where vehicle spaces are in front of properties (for example, opposite the
block with plot 022) etc;

Cumbria County Council - (Archaeological Services): - no objection subject to
the imposition of conditions;

Natural England: - there is no objection subject to appropriate mitigaton being
secured.

There is a hydrological connection between the watercourse adjacent to the
southern boundary of the proposal and the River Eden via Durranhill Beck,
into which the watercourse feeds.  Natural England consider that without
appropriate mitigation the application could:

have an adverse effect on the integrity of River Eden Special Area of
Conservation;
damage or destroy the interest features for which River Eden and
Tributaries Site of Special Scientific Interest has been notified.

In order to mitigate these adverse effects and make the development
acceptable, the following mitigation measures should be secured:

a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). This should
contain appropriate pollution prevention guideline measures to include



materials and machinery storage, biosecurity, and mitigation for the
control and management of noise, fugitive dust, surface water runoff and
waste to protect the adjacent watercourse from sediment, and pollution
from cement or fuel;
a Finalised Surface Water Drainage Plan with clarification on ownership
of SuDS maintenance.  The council should ensure that pre-construction
greenfield run-off rates are maintained and that the proposal is
sustainable in terms of capacity and maintenance in order to prevent
flooding downstream in Durranhill Beck, which is within Flood Risk Zone
2;

Green Spaces: - a financial contribution of sports pitch provision would be
acceptable, to be used at nearby Keenan Park or Melbourne Park.  Provision
and maintenance of £68,403.  In this case, the on-site provision is
acceptable;

Carlisle Airport: - no response received;

Cumbria Constabulary - North Area Community Safety Unit: - the following
comments have been received:

the submitted Design and Access Statement makes several references to
crime prevention including:

clearly defined public and private spaces;
external storage for pedal cycles;
car parking provision within curtilage
public spaces overlooked
planting scheme designed not to obstruct views
dwellings incorporating fixtures and fittings to resist burglary.

Cumbria Constabulary is pleased to note reference to supplementary
planning documents (Designing out Crime and Achieving Well Designed
Housing) on these issues.  These comments demonstrate compliance with
Policy CM 4 of the local plan.  From the interpretation of the documents,
various issues have been addressed (raised in the previous response dated
15th August 2017), such as the incorporation of ‘dual-aspect’ dwellings that
should significantly improve natural surveillance opportunities around the
development.

The Public Open Space is generally well overlooked and supervised from
dwellings nearby.

The substitution of the proposed boundary treatment is noted alongside the
railway line to a welded mesh example.  This accords with recommendations
by British Transport Police.  This is a far more secure type than the previously
suggested metal palisade and shall be more aesthetically pleasing in this
residential setting.

The development demonstrates positive demarcation of public and private
spaces, by utilising landscaping elements to establish front garden curtilages;



however, the use of the proposed post-and-rail boundaries separating rear
gardens should be dissuaded.  These are not sufficient to deter or disrupt
intrusion.

With regard to dwelling burglary resistance, the incorporation of exterior doors
and ground floor windows compliant with PAS 24:2016 and fitted with
laminated glazing is recommended together with the incorporation of garage
vehicle entry doors compliant with LPS 1175 SR1 or STS 202 BR1;

Network Rail: - no response received;

Northern Gas Networks: - no objection.

6. Officer's Report

Assessment

6.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
that proposals be determined in accordance with the development plan,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

6.2 The relevant planning policies against which the application is the Policies
SP2, SP5, SP6, SP8, SP9, HO1, HO2, HO4, IP1, IP2, IP3, IP4, IP5, IP6, IP8,
CC3, CC4, CC5, CM2, CM4, CM5, HE2, HE3, GI1, GI3, GI4 and GI6 of The
Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 and the council's Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPD) "Achieving Well Design Housing", “Trees and
Development”, and “Designing Out Crime” are also material planning
considerations together with Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Building and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

6.3 The requirements of the public sector equality duty under Section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010; and the "Guidelines for Public Transport In Developments"
(1999) and "Reducing Mobility Handicaps" (1991) both prepared by the
Chartered Institution of Highways & Transport CIHT) are also material
considerations.  Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 establishes a duty to
have due regard to three identified needs in the delivery of public services
and the exercise of public powers, namely:
a) to eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation etc;
b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant

protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected

characteristic and persons who do not share it.

6.4 The relevant protected characteristics include age, gender, disability and
race.

6.5 At a national level, other material considerations include the National
Planning Policy Framework, March 2012 (the Framework/NPPF), Planning
Practice Guidance (April 2014), the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010 (as amended), and the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act (2006).



6.6 The NPPF identifies 3 dimensions for the planning system to perform under
sustainable development, namely, an economic role, a social role and an
environmental role. 

6.7 Paragraph 14 of the NPPF highlights the presumption in favour of sustainable
development which is referred to as “a golden thread”.  For decision-taking
this means approving development proposals that accord with the
development plan; and where the development plan is absent, silent or out of
date, grant permission unless:

any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits; or
specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be
restricted.

6.8 Paragraph 17 of the NPPF identifies 12 core planning principles including
taking account of the different roles and character of different areas;
supporting the transition to a low carbon future; contribute to conserving and
enhancing the natural environment and reduce pollution; and conserve
heritage assets.

6.9 The authority should consider securing measures to enhance the biodiversity
of a site from the applicant, if it is minded to grant permission for an
application in accordance with paragraph 118 of the NPPF.  This is reflected
in Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
which states that every public authority must have regard to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.  Local planning authorities must also have regard to
the requirements of the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) when determining
a planning application as prescribed by regulation 3 (4) of the Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended), and Article 16 of the
Habitats Directive before planning permission is granted. 

6.10 The proposal raises the following planning issues.

1. The Principle Of Development

6.11 Paragraph 14 of the NPPF states:

“At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in
favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread
running through both plan making and decision taking”

6.13 Paragraph 47 of the Framework requires that local authorities should identify
“a supply of specific deliverable sites to provide five years” worth of housing
against their housing requirements with an additional buffer of 20% (to ensure
choice and competition in the market for land) for those authorities where
there has been a record of persistent under delivery. 

6.14 Policy SP2 (Strategic Growth and Distribution), as modified, states that
sufficient land will be identified to accommodate 9,606 net new homes
between 2013 and 2030 including a minimum annualised average of:



478 net new homes between 2013 and 2020; and
626 net new homes between 2020 and 2030 (adjusted to have regard to
delivery in the 2013-2020 period).      

6.15 The site is an allocated site ("U18” and "U20”) for residential development
under Policy HO1 in the local plan.  The land subject to this application does
not encompass all the area subject to these allocations as a small area in the
south-east corner is in separate ownership.

6.16 The application site is located in a sustainable location within Carlisle where
there are a range of services and the proposal would create an opportunity to
support these facilities.  The site is well related and bounded by residential
dwellings generally to the west.

6.17 The development supports the strategy of the local plan and delivery of
housing within the district and in such circumstances the principle of housing
on this site is deemed acceptable.

2. The Layout, Scale, Appearance, Access And Landscaping

6.18 Policies seek to ensure the development is appropriate in terms of quality to
that of the surrounding area and that development proposals incorporate high
standards of design including siting, scale, use of materials and landscaping
which respect and, where possible, enhance the distinctive character of town
scape and landscape.  This theme is identified in Policy SP6 of the local plan
which require that development proposals should also harmonise with the
surrounding buildings respecting their form in relation to height, scale and
massing and make use of appropriate materials and detailing.  Development
of this site could have a significant impact on the character of the area unless
it is sympathetically designed.

6.19 When assessing the submitted details in terms of the design, in the context of
the site's allocation under Policy HO1, the main issues are considered to
revolve around:

whether the scheme integrates into its surroundings by reinforcing
existing connections and creating new ones;
whether the proposal has a mix of dwelling types and tenures that suit
local requirements;
does the scheme create a distinctive character which takes advantage of
existing features;
does it create well defined streets and spaces;
is the scheme designed to make it easy to find your way around;
are streets designed to encourage low vehicle speeds;
is resident and visitor parking sufficient and well integrated;
are public and private spaces clearly defined, attractive and safe;
is there adequate external storage space for bins and recycling as well as
cycles;
is there adequate and effective open space.

6.20 The council's Urban Design Officer has commented that:



"The key opportunities diagram shows a relatively connected movement
network, an identified ‘urban edge’ and identified locations for potential ‘urban
squares’ but other than the potential squares, key nodal points are not
highlighted, nor are key building areas such as the termination of vistas. 

The explanation of the conceptual design does not clearly indicate how these
principles have been integrated into the site layout.  There is no clear
indication of visual stops being identified and inserted into the masterplan,
nor of how the ‘urban squares’ form key townscape.

A key issue is the lack of townscape emphasis in the area of the supposed
urban squares – these are bounded by bungalows – a housing type which is
distinctly un-nodal.  The ‘Focal Points’ diagram on p12 of the Landscape
Strategy report again refers to 4 nodal points but these are
underemphasised, if evident at all, on the final plan.  The nodal point at the
junction of the road and hedgerow marked as ‘8’ substation required’ on the
Key opportunities plan is not evident on the general layout.  The central node
on 012 of the Landscape Strategy half way in from the main entrance road is
shown only as a speed table.  The 2 ‘Urban Squares, while attractive in plan,
are underplayed in proposed execution.

I would also request a revised general layout diagram to show the location of
proposed chimney stacks, and to show where fenestration has been added to
gable walls, or buildings are ‘dual aspect’, as referred to in the D&AS."

6.21 Reference is also made to the inclusion of double chimney stacks, gas
metres being underground and street nameplates being sited on buildings
rather than being free-standing.

6.22 The applicant has responded that:

"The central node point adjacent to plots 130 to 134 has been designed to
provide a distinctive change in materials at the road junction in the form of
block paving as a visual indicator, and plots 131 to 134 incorporate a strong
elevational statement using the double frontage nature of the Whitford house
type (plots 132 and 133) framed by the two adjacent plots in the form of the
Eynsham house type at the head of the north/south primary road.

The nodal point at the junction of road and hedgerow adjacent to plots 37-40
is designed to emphasise the existing hedgerow and the footpath link to the
POS. Whereas I can appreciate the comment regarding the substation, it is
set back from the road vista and the street scene looking south highlights the
existing retained hedgerow either side of the primary road opening up onto
the POS areas to that locality.

The two urban squares again form a break in the street scene with surface
materials and semidetached properties. I disagree with the comment of
underplayed in execution."

6.23 When considering connectivity it is evident that the proposed layout ties in
and augments existing provision in the area.  In relation to the mix of dwelling



types and tenures it is evident that the Housing Development Officer has not
raised any objections.  When considering the character of the area, the
developer has sought (through landscaping, the layout and form of the
development, and the design of certain dwellings as “landmarks”) to create a
relatively distinctive character with well-defined streets and spaces, which
would be easy to navigate, not encourage inappropriate vehicle speeds, and
integrates resident and visitor parking.  The public and private spaces are
considered to be well defined and overlooked.  The layout of the proposed
dwellings are such that each unit has space to accommodate refuse/recycling
bins with gated access from the "rear" gardens to the road frontage for the
proposed terraced dwellings.

6.24 The application seeks permission for largely 2 storey buildings that are
reflective of the locality.  The proposal would maximise the use of the site and
would be a dense form of development; however, the character and nature of
the building in the vicinity of the site is that of densely constructed modern
housing, immediately adjacent to the west and south-west of the site.  In
comparison, the development of this site would be in keeping with these
proportions.

6.25 The proposal could achieve adequate amenity space and off-street parking.
The character and appearance of the development would not be obtrusive
within the street scene.  Accordingly, there is no conflict with planning
policies.

3. Impact On Trees and Hedgerows

6.26 Policy GI6 of the local plan seeks to ensure that proposals for new
development should provide for the protection and integration of existing
trees and hedges.  In respect of new development, the city council will resist
proposals which cause unacceptable tree loss, and which do not allow for the
successful integration of existing trees.  This aim is further reiterated in Policy
SP6 which requires all developments to take into account important
landscape features and ensure the enhancement and retention of existing
hedges.

6.27 Furthermore, the City Council's Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
'Trees and Development' outlines that native large growing species are
intrinsic elements in the landscape character of both rural and urban areas
alike and acquire increasing environmental value as they mature.  Large trees
need space in which to grow to maturity without the need for repeated human
intervention.  Not only should the design of the development seek to retain
existing tree and hedgerow features, but sufficient space should be allocated
within the schemes to ensure integration of existing features and space for
new planting it is important that these issues are considered at the very start
of the planning process.

6.28 As highlighted in paragraph 3.3 of this report, there are mature trees along
the site frontage with Durranhill Road and protected trees along the boundary
with Barley Edge.



6.29 During the course of the application process, a request was received from a
resident to consider the imposition of Tree Preservation Order for the trees
along the site frontage together with others in the vicinity of the site, some of
which are on council owned land.

6.30 It is not appropriate to use TPOs to put blanket protection on all trees in an
area and any assessment will therefore look to protect the best and most
vulnerable trees.  By requesting to extend the remit of a Tree Preservation
Order the amenity value of the trees becomes questionable as the value
becomes generalised over a larger area and may result from the trees not
warranting protection as over the larger area the loss of some individual trees
may not be considered that great.  Blanket requests for TPOs can be
counter-productive and a more focussed approach can achieve better results
especially where there is no perceived threat to the trees; however, to support
this assessment the council has commissioned an independent consultant to
provide a further assessment of the trees.

6.31 The council has received the report from the Arboricultural consultant who
was asked to assess trees in the area and whether they are worthy of a
preservation order.  Some of these trees are on the site of this application.
The report is reproduced following this report and concludes that:

“In respect of the Taylor Wimpey site, the layout of the development ensures
the trees are retained in public open space and on roadside verges, rather
than in small private gardens. During development of the site, retention and
management of the trees could be secured by planning conditions. Post
development it is expected that the trees will be managed by either the
County Council or a management company in accordance with best practice.”

6.32 It should not be necessary to TPO trees that are on land managed by the City
Council as they should be managed appropriately and avoid one department
having to apply to another for permission to undertake good tree
management.  On this basis, it is not considered appropriate to impose a
TPO on the trees.

6.33 The application details shows the retention of the trees along the site frontage
of Durranhill Road and the Tree Survey, submitted as part of the application,
includes a Root Protection Area & Barrier Specification together with a
Construction Methodology.  The report concludes that:

as with any construction exercise near trees, there are potential areas of
conflict where damage could be caused to retained trees;
by using the protective elements dictated by British Standard 5837, no
significant damage should take place during the construction phase and
the tree cover should flourish in the longer term;
it is anticipated that all of the retained trees can be incorporated into the
site design; however, it is vital that the ultimate size and spread of the
trees should be considered when retaining trees near to the building and
that shading and light penetration should also be considered when
positioning the windows in the building;
all tree works must conform rigorously to BS 3998 (2010) ‘Tree Work -
Recommendations’



6.34 Subject to the imposition of conditions requiring the protection of the trees
and hedgerows and construction methods in these areas, the development
would not pose a threat to the trees and hedgerows that would be appropriate
retained as part of the development.  Having considered the objections raised
by residents together with the assessment in the Arboriculturalist's report and
the recommendation of this report, Members may still have concerns about
the trees along the frontage of the site with Durranhill Road.  If this is the
case and Members feel that a TPO meets the tests and is sufficiently
warranted, the option exists to instruct Officers to impose a TPO on the trees.

4. Whether The Proposal Would Adversely Affect The Amenity Of The
Occupiers Of Neighbouring Properties

6.35 Two core planning principles of the Framework are for planning to be a
creative exercise in finding ways to enhance and improve the places in which
people live their lives; and to always seek to secure a good standard of
amenity for all existing and future occupants of land and buildings (para. 17). 

6.36 The city council's SPD "Achieving Well Designed Housing", on the matter of
privacy, states that:

"Where a development faces or backs onto existing development, in order to
respect privacy within rooms a minimum distance of 21 metres should usually
be allowed between primary facing windows (and 12 metres between any wall
of the building and a primary window).  However, if a site is an infill, and there
is a clear building line that the infill should respect, these distances need not
strictly apply. (para. 5.44)  While it is important to protect the privacy of
existing and future residents, the creation of varied development, including
mews style streets, or areas where greater enclosure is desired, may require
variations in the application of minimum distances." (para. 5.45)

6.37 Moreover, criterion 7 of Policy SP 6 of the local plan requires that proposals
ensure that there is no adverse effect on residential amenity or result in
unacceptable conditions for future users and occupiers of the development.   

6.38 As such, it is considered that the main issues revolve around the impacts on
the occupiers of the proposed dwellings as well as the existing neighbours
concerning not only potential losses in privacy but also such matters as
whether any element would be oppressive; cause losses in daylight/visible
sky; and/or cause overshadowing/losses in sunlight.

6.39 When considering the living conditions of the neighbouring residents it is
appreciated that the proposal, when compared to the existing use, is likely to
lead to an increase in noise and disturbance although the significance of such
is not considered sufficient to merit the refusal of permission.  The increase in
traffic is also likely to lead to a greater degree of inconvenience for residents
when seeking vehicular access/ egress this is also not considered in itself to
be sufficient to merit the refusal of permission.  As such it is considered that
the current proposal is acceptable in terms of any impact on the occupiers of
the neighbouring properties.



6.40 Given the orientation of the application site with adjacent properties, it is not
considered that the living conditions of the occupiers would suffer from loss of
privacy or unacceptable levels of noise or disturbance. The development
would not result in an overall loss of daylight or sunlight due to the distances
involved between the application site and the residential properties.

6.41 Whilst it is acknowledged that during the construction phase neighbouring
residents and will experience effects such as dust and noise/ disturbance,
nevertheless, such impacts can also be controlled through the imposition of a
relevant condition.

6.42 The application is accompanied by a Noise Impact Assessment due to the
proximity of the site to the M6 motorway, local traffic network and the railway
to the south.  As a result, a scheme of sound attenuation works has that
includes the installation of appropriate windows and an acoustic fence along
the northern boundary has been developed to protect the proposed
residential development from the ambient noise climate in accordance with
pertinent guidelines.  On this basis, the ambient noise climate is not
considered to represent a constraint to the proposed residential development
and the proposal is acceptable.

5. Impact On Listed Building

6.43 Paragraph 6 of the NPPF states that:

“The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development”. 

6.44 Pursuing sustainable development involves seeking positive improvements in
the quality of the historic environment (paragraph 9). Planning should always
seek to secure high quality design and should conserve heritage assets in a
manner appropriate to their significance so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations as stated in
paragraph 17 of the NPPF.

Impact Of The Proposal On The Character And Setting of the Grade II Listed
Building

6.45 Section 66 (1) of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 highlights the statutory duties of local planning authorities whilst
exercising of their powers in respect of listed buildings.  Accordingly,
considerable importance and weight should be given to the desirability of
preserving listed buildings and their settings when assessing this application.
If the harm is found to be less than substantial, then any assessment should
not ignore the overarching statutory duty imposed by section 66(1).

6.46 Paragraph 133 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should
refuse consent for any development which would lead to substantial harm to
or total loss of significance of designated heritage assets.  However, in
paragraph 134, the NPPF goes on to say that where a development proposal



will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated
heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.  Policy HE3 of the local
plan indicates that new development which adversely affects a listed building
or its setting will not be permitted.  Any harm to the significance of a listed
building will only be justified where the public benefits of the proposal clearly
outweighs the significance.

6.47 Chapel Brow is located approximately 85 metres to the south-west of the
application site as outlined earlier in this report.  The listed building is further
to the west separated by Durranhill Road and Barley Edge.  In this context, it
is considered that the proposal (in terms of its location, scale, materials and
overall design) would not be detrimental to the immediate context or outlook
of the aforementioned adjacent listed building.

6. Highway Issues And Accessibility

6.48 Members will appreciate that this is an allocated site in the local plan and as
part of the local plan process a "Carlisle Local Plan Transport Modelling
Report" (February 2015) was undertaken by Cumbria County Council.  The
City Council and Cumbria County Council also commissioned the "Carlisle
Transport Improvements Study" (February 2015) undertaken by Parsons
Brinckhoff.  The aforementioned documents informing the allocations within
the local plan.  In this context the current application is accompanied by a
Transport Assessment prepared by Tim Speed Consulting.  In undertaking
this assessment the traffic impact of the proposed development on the local
highway network traffic surveys were undertaken at the following junctions:

Durranhill Road/site access three-arm priority junction;
Durranhill Road/Park Road/Montgomery Way three-arm priority junction;
A69 Warwick Road/Montgomery Way/Tesco access four-arm signal
controlled junction;
A69 Warwick Road/Victoria Road three-arm priority junction;
Durranhill Road/Eastern Way link road three-arm mini-roundabout;
Eastern Way/Durranhill Road link road three-arm priority junction;
A69 Warwick Road/Eastern Way three-arm signal-controlled junction;
Park Road/Scotby Road three-arm priority junction.

6.49 The Transport Assessment included detailed assessment of these junctions
with parameters and future traffic flows as agreed with the County Council,
including the inclusion of all relevant committed developments in the area.  In
summary, the consideration of traffic impact demonstrated the following:

the proposed development would be accessed from a simple priority
junction with Durranhill Road;
the nearest bus stops are within a 200 metre/2½ minute walk of the site
access.  During the weekday daytime, there are five buses per hour in
each direction. The bus routes provide services to and from a range of
destinations and origins;
there are a large number and wide range of local amenities within
convenient walking and cycling distances of the site;
the proposed residential development would be located in a sustainable
location;



all junctions which have been assessed would continue to operate within
capacity in 2022 with the proposed development in place;
the number of collisions that occurred in the three year analysis period is
not high. There is no reason to believe that the change in vehicle
movements which would result from the proposed development would
adversely affect the road safety record on the highways in the vicinity;
the effects on the highway network assessed in this Transport
Assessment would be far from severe, the test in the third bullet point of
paragraph 32 of the National Planning Policy Framework: “Development
should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the
residual cumulative impacts of development are severe”.

6.50 The proposal would include off-street parking provision for the development in
the form of approximately 550 spaces across the development.  This equates
to an average of 2.7 spaces per dwelling with the addition of 35 visitor
spaces.  Given that this site is within the urban area that is well-related to the
city centre and with good public transport links, this level of parking provision
exceeds that which is normally required.  On this basis, therefore, it is not
considered that the proposal raises any highway safety issues.

6.51 Cumbria County Council as the Highway Authority initially raised some
concerns about the application.  Following the submission of clarification of
some issues of the application, the receipt of an amended Transport
Assessment and a revised layout to include the provision of 2 vehicular
accesses within the site from Durranhill Road, the Highway Authority has
raised no objection subject to the imposition of conditions together with the
completion of a legal agreement to secure financial contributions to highway
and transport improvements.

6.52 Cumbria County Council as the Highway Authority has been consulted
regarding the amended Transport Assessment and a response is currently
awaited.  It is anticipated that their comments will be reported to Members at
the meeting.

6.53 On this basis it is considered that there are no substantive highway grounds
for the refusal of permission.

6.54 Paragraph 35 of the NPPF explains that developments should consider the
needs of people with disabilities by all modes of transport.  In addition,
paragraph 57 of the NPPF goes on to say that it is important to plan positively
for the achievement of high quality and inclusive design for all development,
including individual buildings, public and private spaces and wider area
development schemes.  Criterion 5 of Policy SP6 of the local plan reiterates
paragraph 57 of the NPPF.

6.55 The Design and Access Statement identifies that the development will be
accessible within the wider transport network and to neighbouring shops and
services.  Additionally, a footpath would be created within the site adjacent to
Durranhill Road.  The footpath would link into the existing foothpath in front of
the adjacent land bounding Barley Edge.  Although this land is outwith the
application site, the works would be undertaken under a S278 agreement.  As



such, the dwellings will be accessible to all members of society and on this
basis, the proposal is acceptable.

7. Affordable Housing, Education And Recreational Provision

6.56 On the matter of planning obligations Policy IP 8 of the local plan makes clear
that new development will be expected to provide infrastructure
improvements which are directly related to and necessary to make the
development acceptable.

6.57 In relation to affordable housing the council’s Housing Development Officer
has confirmed that a 20% affordable housing contribution would be required
in accordance with Policy HO4 of the local plan i.e. 39 affordable units.
However, in this case the developer has agreed to provide a number of
bungalows for social/affordable rent to meet a significant identified need.
Due to the additional “footprint” required by bungalows a reduced numerical
contribution of 31 affordable units (15.7%) has been agreed.  In effect the
same extent of the site has been given over to affordable housing but the
provision of bungalows has led to a reduction in the overall number of units.
The 31 affordable homes are further divided into a roughly 50:50 spilt of
affordable rent units and affordable sale units. This gives 16 affordable social
rented homes and 15 discounted private ownership plots.  In terms of the
affordable rented properties this relates to 2 Appleford house types (plots
64-65), 4 Dadford house types (plots 60-63) and 10 Bungalows (plots 58-59,
156-159 and 171-174).  The discounted ownership properties will be divided
into 11 Appleford house types (plots 53-57, 66-67 and 68-71) and 4 Dadford
house types (plots 169-170 and 175-176).  The 16 Affordable Rented Plots
will be built and transferred to a Registered Provider.  The 15 Affordable
Ownership plots will be discounted from full market value by 30%.

6.58 The City Council’s Housing Officer considers such provision to be acceptable.
 In light of the foregoing the proposed affordable housing contribution of 16%,
whilst less than the 20% required under Policy HO4, is considered to be
acceptable the provision and timing of which can be the subject of a Section
106 Agreement.

6.59 When considering the proposed off-site contribution towards affordable
housing, Policy HO4 of the local plan, requires all sites of 10 units or over in
this zone to provide 20% of the units as affordable housing.  Policy GI4 states
that new housing developments of more than 20 dwellings will be required to
include informal space for play and general recreational or amenity use on
site according to the size of the proposal.  On smaller housing sites, where on
site provision is not appropriate the developer may be required to make
commuted payments towards the upgrade of open space provision in the
locality, especially if a deficit has been identified.  Policy CM 2 (Educational
Needs) explains that to assist in the delivery of additional school places,
where required, to meet the needs of development, contributions will be
sought.

6.60 In terms of primary school provision, Cumbria County Council has previously
advised that there are limited spaces within the catchment school; however,



there are enough spaces within the next nearest primary schools located
within 2 miles to accommodate the pupil yield.  With regard to secondary
education, the development of the site would contribute to the pressure on
secondary school places and further work will be undertaken to identify a
strategic solution to the issue.  At that stage, no contribution was sought for
secondary school places.

6.61 On the matter of open space provision, the proposal involves on-site amenity
open space provision of about 17,375 square metres and on-site play area
provision of 1,390 square metres with the developer ensuring that appropriate
measures are put in place for the future management and maintenance of
these spaces.

6.62 With regard to off-site provision of sports pitches the City Council's Open
Spaces Manager has confirmed a required contribution of £68,403 (inclusive
of £2,558 towards maintenance for 10 years).

8. Archaeology

6.63 The County Council’s Historic Environment Officer has highlighted that the
results of a geophysical survey report show that human burials and other
remains from the prehistoric period have previously been revealed nearby
and that there is the potential for similar assets to survive in the application
area.  The geophysical survey identified a number of anomalies of potential
archaeological interest within the site.  On this basis, it is recommended that
a condition is imposed requiring the undertaking of an archaeological
investigation and recording prior to the commencement of development.

9. Contaminated Land

6.64 The land is currently in agricultural use that is used for the grazing of
livestock.  There is no planning reason as to why the land should be laid
fallow for any period of time.  In itself, this does not raise any contamination
issues and would not be sufficient to warrant refusal of this application.  It
would be appropriate however, to include the imposition of a planning
condition and it would be appropriate to include this condition as part of this
decision.

10. The Effect Of The Proposed On Nature Conservation Interests

6.65 When considering whether the proposal safeguards the biodiversity and
ecology of the area it is recognised that Local Planning Authorities must have
regard to the requirements of the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) when
determining a planning application as prescribed by regulation 3 (4) of the
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended), and
Article 16 of the Habitats Directive before planning permission is granted.
Article 16 of the Directive indicates that if there is reasonable likelihood of a
European protected species being present then derogation may be sought
when there is no satisfactory alternative and that the proposal will not harm
the favourable conservation of the protected species and their habitat.  In this
case, the proposal relates to the development of residential dwellings on



greenfield land. As such it is inevitable that there will be some impact upon
local wildlife.

6.66 The authority should consider securing measures to enhance the biodiversity
of a site from the applicant, if it is minded to grant permission for an
application in accordance with paragraph 118 of the NPPF.  This is reflected
in Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
which states that every public authority must have regard to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.  Local planning authorities must also have regard to
the requirements of the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) when determining
a planning application as prescribed by regulation 3 (4) of the Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended), and Article 16 of the
Habitats Directive before planning permission is granted. 

6.67 Policy GI3 of the local plan seeks to ensure the protection and, where
possible, enhancement of biodiversity assets across the District.  These
policies are consistent with Section 11 of the Framework.

6.68   The Ecological Impact Assessment indicates the following impact on habitats:
loss of approximately 10ha of improved grassland of low habitat value.
loss of hedgerows and trees of local value.
damage to roots and crowns of retained trees.
potential loss or pollution of the pond considered to be of local value and
a local BAP habitat, resulting from construction sediment or run off.

6.69 The Assessment concludes that no further work is considered necessary but
outlines an Avoidance and mitigation Strategy which includes the retention of
boundary trees and hedgerows wherever possible, provision between garden
boundaries to allow hedgehogs to move around the site, timing of works,
protection of retained trees and provision of a means of escape in
excavations left open overnight.

6.70 A series of additional biodiversity enhancements are also recommended that
include:

bat roosting provision will be provided within 10% of the new buildings
through the installation of integrated bat bricks or bat boxes;
the landscape planting will be designed to enhance diversity, and will
include native plants bearing flowers, nectar and fruits which are attractive
to invertebrates, thereby helping to maintain the food resource for bats
and wildlife generally;
boundary features will be planted with native species of local provenance
to provide an additional foraging resource and increase connectivity
through the site;
a landscape creation plan to be developed, incorporating a range of scrub
planting, existing wet ditches, grassland management and SUDs to
increase opportunities for biodiversity and introducing a range of species
and habitats not currently present within the site.

6.71 In response, Natural England has not raised any objections however, the
applicant has subsequently agreed to provide further enhancement
measures in the form of the creation of log piles and hibernation refuges for



hedgehogs, and the placement of bat boxes on the retained trees.  On the
basis of the foregoing, it is considered that the proposal is consistent with
Policy GI3 of the local plan.  

11. Flood Risk And Foul and Surface Water Drainage

6.72 The foul drainage would be connected to the mains infrastructure which is
acceptable.  The NPPF and Policy CC5 of the local plan advocates that in the
first instance the applicant should explore and give priority to the use of
sustainable drainage systems for surface water drainage.

6.73 The submitted Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) concludes that there is low risk
of flooding from fluvial sources with a probability of 1 in 1000 in any one year
(<0.1%). The proposed development is classified as ‘more vulnerable’ and is
located within Flood Zone 1, therefore the development is suitable within this
flood zone in accordance with NPPF.  Employment of the mitigation
measures will ensure that the development will be safe, and is suitable in this
location.

6.74 The preferred drainage strategy will involve the disposal of surface water
flows direct to the existing watercourse within the south east of the site.
Attenuation is provided by three detention basins along the eastern boundary
of the site and underground attenuation pipes to the south.  The basins are
designed to accommodate a 1 in 100 year event with an allowance of 40%
climate change.   Underground attenuation pipes are required due to the
existing gas main at the southern boundary, however they discharge flow
through the adjacent SuDs basin.  Hydrobrake flow controls are used to
restrict the basin discharges for all events.  Cumbria County Council as the
Lead Local Flood Authority has raised no objection subject to the imposition
of conditions.

6.75 The foul drainage would be disposed of into the existing mains sewer.  Based
on the submitted details, United Utilities has not raised any objections subject
to the imposition of a condition.

12. Crime and Disorder

6.76 Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act together with Policy SP6 of the local
plan requires that the design of all new development must contribute to
creating a safe and secure environment, integrating measures for security
and crime prevention and minimising the opportunity for crime.   Amended
drawings have been received which show in the inclusion of an additional
window in the gable to plots 4, 5, 34, 35, 67, 68, 83, 98, 104, 122, 147, 148
and 166 to increase natural surveillance.  The scheme has been further
amended to include a 2 metre high weld mesh fence along the boundary with
the adjacent railway.

6.77 The layout has been designed to give a degree of natural surveillance and
creates a distinction between public and private spaces. This definition
should act as a deterrent to potential offenders and reduce the likelihood of
crime occurring.  In this respect, there is no objection to the principle of



development.

13. Waste/ Recycling

6.78 With regard to residential developments, Waste Services has advised that
the development be capable of accommodating the waste collection vehicles
and that the developer will be expected to contribute to the cost of waste
containers.  Otherwise, no objection has been received.

14. Other Matters

6.79 The submitted Air Quality Assessment predicts that there will be a negligible
impact, or no impact, with regard to nitrogen oxide and particulates at all
existing sensitive receptors for both 2017 and 2020 with the development in
place.

6.80 The Historic Environment Officer at Cumbria County Council has identified
that the proposal would disturb archaeological assets dating to the prehistoric
and Romano-British periods.  These assets comprise an extension of the
enclosures, field systems and settlement remains revealed in earlier
archaeological investigations undertaken in advance of the construction of the
adjacent residential sites; however, no objection is raised subject to the
imposition of a condition.

6.81 Concerns have been raised regarding noise from the M6.  However, the
developer is proposing mitigation measures which can be the subject of
appropriately worded conditions.  Dust emissions during construction can be
controlled through the imposition of a condition following the
recommendations of the submitted Air Quality Assessment.

Conclusion

6.82 The current application site represents a logical and sustainable extension of
Carlisle and this is reflected in its allocation for residential development under
Policy HO1 of the local plan. 

6.83 On the matter of design it is considered that the proposal will reinforce existing
connections; provide a mix of dwelling types and tenures that suit local
requirements; has sought to create a distinctive character with well-defined
and legible streets/ spaces; has streets designed to encourage low vehicle
speeds; provide sufficient and well integrated resident and visitor parking; has
clearly defined public and private spaces; there is adequate external storage
space for bins and recycling as well as cycles; and adequate/effective open
space.

6.84 Adequate off-street parking would be provided within the site and the
buildings would not adversely affect the living conditions of the occupiers of
neighbouring properties.  The planning conditions will ensure that in the
short-term period of construction, the residents would be adequately
protected from the works, as far as reasonably practicable.



6.85 The supporting documents accompanying the application adequately address
those matters relating to contamination, trees and hedgerows, surface water
and ecology can also be addressed through the imposition of relevant
conditions.

6.86 It is considered that the proposal will neither be detrimental to the character of
the area nor the living conditions of neighbouring residents sufficient to merit
the refusal of permission.  

6.87  The recommendation is for authority to issue an approval subject to the
completion of an appropriate Section 106 Agreement regarding the provision
of affordable housing (16 social rented and 15 discounted sale), the
management/ maintenance of open space, the payment of £68,403  towards
off-site sports pitches; the payment of £15,000 to improve the cycle
infrastructure; £110,000 to part fund the improvements to Warwick Road; the
payment of £6,600 for monitoring of the Travel Plan.

7. Planning History

7.1 The available records do not indicate that the site has previously been the
subject of an application.

8. Recommendation: Grant Subject to S106 Agreement

1. The development shall be begun not later than the expiration of 3 years
beginning with the date of the grant of this permission.

Reason: In accordance with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

2. The development shall be undertaken in strict accordance with the approved
documents for this Planning Permission which comprise:

1. the submitted planning application form received 26th July 2017;
2. the Red Line Boundary (drawing ref DURR/RLB-1) received 26th July

2017;
3. the Existing Site Sections (drawing ref DURR/EX-01) received 26th

July 2017
4. the Development Layout (drawing ref DURR/SK-01 Rev F) received

9th November 2017;
5. the Constraints Layout (drawing ref DURR/CO-1) received 26th July

2017;
6. the Proposed Site Sections (drawing ref DURR/PR-01) received 26th

July 2017;
7. the General Arrangement (drawing ref 11467_L01 Rev P03) received

15th December 2017;
8. the Aldenham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD32/7/PL1) received 26th

July 2017;



9. the Aldenham Elevations (drawing ref PD32/7/PL2) received 26th July
2017;

10. the Aldenham Illustration received 26th July 2017;
11. the Whitford Floor Plans (drawing ref PA411/7/PL1) received 26th

July 2017;
12. the Whitford Elevations (drawing ref PA411/7/PL2) received 26th July

2017;
13. the Whitford Illustration received 26th July 2017;
14. the Gosford Floor Plans (drawing ref PA34/7/PL1) received 26th July

2017;
15. the Gosford Elevations (drawing ref PA34/7/PL2) received 26th July

2017;
16. the Gosford Illustrations received 26th July 2017;
17. the Dadford Floor Plans (drawing ref PA30/7/PL1) received 26th July

2017;
18. the Dadford Elevations (drawing ref PA30/7/PL2) received 26th July

2017;
19. the Dadford Illustration received 26th July 2017;
20. the Appleford Floor Plans (drawing ref PA21/7/PL1) received 23rd

October 2017;
21. the Appleford Elevations (drawing ref PA21/7/PL2) received 23rd

October 2017;
22. the Bungalow Floor Plans (drawing ref BUN/6/PL1) received 26th July

2017;
23. the Bungalow Elevations (drawing ref BUN/6/PL2) received 26th July

2017;
24. the Bradenham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD48/7/PL1A) received 26th

July 2017;
25. the Bradenham Elevations (drawing ref PD48/7/PL2) received 26th

July 2017;
26. the Bradenham Illustration received 26th July 2017;
27. the Downham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD49/7/PL1A) received 23rd

October 2017;
28. the Downham Elevations (drawing ref PD49/7/PL2) received 23rd

October 2017;
29. the Downham Illustration received 26th July 2017;
30. the Lavenham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD51/7/PL1A) received 23rd

October 2017;
31. the Lavenham Elevations (drawing ref PD51/7/PL2) received 23rd

October 2017;
32. the Lavenham Illustration received 26th July 2017;
33. the Eynsham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD410/7/PL1A) received 23rd

October 2017;
34. the Eynsham Elevations (drawing ref PD410/7/PL2) received 23rd

October 2017;
35. the Eynsham Illustration received 26th July 2017;
36. the Haddenham Floor Plans (drawing ref PD411/7/PL1A) received

23rd October 2017;
37. the Haddenham Elevations (drawing ref PD411/7/PL2) received 23rd

October 2017;
38. the Haddenham Illustration received 26th July 2017;



39. the Single Garage Floor Plans & Elevations (drawing ref
GARAGES/PL1) received 26th July 2017;

40. the Double Garage Floor Plans & Elevations (drawing ref
GARAGES/PL2) received 26th July 2017;

41. the Enclosures (drawing ref DURR/SK-30 Rev A) received 23rd
October 2017;

42. the Arboricultural Impact Assessment (drawing ref AIA EXI) received
26th July 2017;

43. the Arboricultural Method Statement (drawing ref AMS TPP) received
26th July 2017;

44. the Materials Layout (drawing ref DURR/MA-01 Rev B) received 9th
November 2017;

45. the Overall Surface Finishes received 23rd October 2017 (Drawing
no. QD1257-07-01 Rev B);

46. the Engineering Layout (drawing ref QD1257-03-01 rev D) received
15th December 2017;

47. the Landscape Support Notes (drawing ref 11467_L07 Rev P01)
received 26th July 2017;

48. the Proposed Traffic Calming Scheme on Durranhill Road (drawing
ref C001 Rev A) received 23rd October 2017;

49. the Topographical Survey (drawing ref TW/DL/01) received 26th July
2017;

50. the Hard Landscaping (drawing ref 11467_L02 Rev P03) received
15th December 2017;

51. the Soft Landscaping (drawing ref 11467_L04 Rev P03) received 15th
December 2017;

52. the Soft Landscaping 2 (drawing ref 11467_L05 Rev P03) received
15th December 2017;

53. the Soft Landscaping 3 (drawing ref 11467_L06 Rev P03) received
15th December 2017;

54. the Public Space Open Furniture (drawing ref 11467_L03 Rev P03)
received 15th December 2017;

55. the Street Scene 1 Plots 1-7 (drawing ref LW20-06-2017) received
26th July 2017;

56. the Street Scene 2 Plots 147-148, 150-160, 167-175 (drawing ref
LW20-06-2017) received 26th July 2017;

57. the Street Scene 3 Plots 110-114, 37-40 (drawing ref LW20-06-2017)
received 26th July 2017;

58. the Play Area Illustration received 26th July 2017;
59. the Geoenvironmental Appraisal received 26th July 2017;
60. the Landscape Strategy Deisgn and Access Statement (Rev A)

received 26th July 2017;
61. the Arboricultural Impact Assessment received 26th July 2017;
62. the Air Quality Assessment received 26th July 2017;
63. the Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment and Heritage Statement

received 26th July 2017;
64. the Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Strategy received 26th July

2017;
65. the Gas Risk Assessment received 26th July 2017;
66. the Noise Impact Assessment received 26th July 2017;
67. the Landscape & Visual Appraisal received 26th July 2017;



68. the Bat Survey received 26th July 2017;
69. the Great Crested Newt eDNA Results received 26th July 2017;
70. the Ecological Impact Assessment received 26th July 2017;
71. the Planning Statement received 26th July 2017;
72. the Geophysical Survey received 26th July 2017;
73. the Archaeological Evaluation received 26th July 2017;
74. the Statement of Community Involvement received 26th July 2017;
75. the Affordable Housing Statement received 26th July 2017;
76. the Draft Heads of Terms for the s.106 Agreement received 26th July

2017;
77. the Travel Plan received 26th July 2017;
78. the Transport Assessment received 26th July 2017;
79. the Design and Access Statement received 26th July 2017;
80. the Arboricultural Method Statement received 26th July 2017;
81. the Notice of Decision; and
82. any such variation as may subsequently be approved in writing by the

Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To define the permission.

3. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted there shall
be submitted to, and approved in writing by the local planning authority, a
plan and/or programme showing the proposed phasing of the development.
That phasing plan shall include the phasing of the overall development
hereby permitted in terms of:
1. the provision of visitor parking spaces;
2. the provision of pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular connectivity;
3. the provision of the earth bund and acoustic screen fencing and planting;

4. the provision of the open spaces/informal play areas; and
5. the provision of suitable accessing arrangements for recyclable/waste

collection vehicles.

The development shall thereafter proceed only in accordance with the
approved phasing plan and/or programme or such variation to that plan
and/or programme as may subsequently be agreed in writing by the local
planning authority.

Reason: To ensure that the site is developed in a co-ordinated manner
in accordance with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030.

4. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted full details
of the existing and proposed ground levels and the height of the proposed
finished ground floor levels (inclusive of any garages) shall be submitted to
and approved, in writing, by the local planning authority. The development
shall then be undertaken in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: In order that the approved development overcomes any
problem associated with the topography of the area and
safeguards the living conditions of neighbouring residents in



accordance with Policies HO1 and HE1 of the Carlisle District
Local Plan 2015-2030.

5. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, a
schedule of materials and finishes with samples for the external walls and
roofs of the development hereby approved shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall
then be undertaken in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure that the development complies with Policy SP6 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

6. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted protective
fencing shall be erected around those hedges and trees to be retained and
shall not be removed until all construction works and all plant and temporary
accommodation have been removed from the site.  Within the protection
zone and the restricted area:

no fires shall be lit within 10 metres of the nearest point of the canopy of
any retained tree
no equipment, machinery or structure shall be attached to or supported
by a retained tree or hedge or by the hedge protection barrier;
no mixing of cement or use of other contaminating materials or
substances shall take place within, or close enough to, a root protection
area that seepage or displacement could cause them to enter a root
protection area;
no alterations or variations to the approved tree and hedge protection
schemes shall be made without prior written consent of the local
planning authority;
no materials or vehicles shall be stored or parked within the fenced off or
hatched area;
no alterations to the natural/ existing ground level shall occur (except in
accordance with the approved scheme);
no excavations will be carried out within the fenced off area.

If any trenches for services are required in the fenced off area, they shall be
excavated or backfilled by hand and any roots encountered with a diameter
of 25mm or more shall be left unsevered.

Those trees and hedges chosen for retention and protection in the approved
landscaping scheme shall not for the duration of the development works be
damaged or destroyed, felled, lopped or topped without the prior written
consent of the local planning authority.

Reason: In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded to all
hedges to be retained on site in support of Policies SP6 and
GI6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

7. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted full details
of the provision, landscaping and treatment of open spaces/ informal play
areas within the site (inclusive of site levels, associated items/features of
recreation/play, benches, the means of enclosure, hard surface areas,



footpaths/cycleways together with a programme for its implementation) shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.  The
open spaces and informal play areas shall be levelled, completed, fully
equipped and available for use in accordance with the approved details and
programme, and retained at all times as open space/ play space.

Reason: In order to secure an acceptable standard of development and
to make proper provision for the recreational needs of the area
in accordance with Policy GI4 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030.

8. Before the occupancy of any residential unit hereby permitted abutting or
nearest to either Durranhill Road, the Carlisle to Newcastle railway or the M6
motorway, noise level measurements must be undertaken to verify that the
internal and external noise levels do not exceed World Health Organisation
and BS 8233:2014 guidelines during the daytime and night time; and the
measured noise levels reported to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority.
.
The internal noise levels are to be measured with windows closed and all
ventilators open in the room in which the measurements are carried out.
The daytime internal noise levels are to be measured in living rooms and the
night time levels to be measured in bedrooms.  The rooms chosen must be
orientated towards Durranhill Road, the Carlisle to Newcastle railway or the
M6 motorway.

Before the measurements are undertaken a schedule of the properties and
rooms to be used must be submitted in writing to the local planning authority
and the work must not be undertaken before the schedule is agreed in
writing.

Reason: To protect the living conditions of the future occupiers of the
proposed residential units in accordance with Policy CM5 of the
Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

9. No construction work associated with the development hereby approved
shall be carried out before 07.30 hours on weekdays and Saturdays nor after
18.00 hours on weekdays and 13.00 hours on Saturdays (nor at any times
on Sundays or Bank Holidays).

Reason: To prevent disturbance to nearby occupants in accordance with
Policy CM5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

10. All works comprised in the approved details of landscaping for the
constituent phases of development shall be carried out either
contemporaneously with the completion of individual plots or, in the
alternative, by not later than the end of the planting and seeding season
following the completion of that phase of the development, as specified in
the phasing plan and/or programme required to be submitted by condition 3.
Any trees, shrubs and/or other plants which die or are removed within the
first five years following the implementation of the landscaping scheme shall



be replaced during the current/next planting season with others of similar
size or species, unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to
any variation.

Reason: To ensure that a satisfactory landscaping scheme is
implemented in accordance with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030.

11. All works comprised in the approved details of means of enclosure/
boundary treatment and hard surfaces for the constituent phases of
development shall be carried out contemporaneously with the completion
(i.e. by the plastering out) of each residential unit.

Reason: To ensure that the details are acceptable and to ensure that
the work is undertaken in a co-ordinated manner that
safeguards the appearance and security of the area in
accordance with Policies SP6 and CM4 of the Carlisle District
Local Plan 2015-2030.

12. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015, or any Order revoking and
re-enacting that Order, no electricity sub-stations or gas governors shall be
erected without the prior written permission of the local planning authority.

Reason: The local planning authority wish to retain control over the
erection of electricity sub-stations and gas governors in order
to maintain the visual integrity of the development in
accordance with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030.

13. In each phase, adequate underground ducts shall be installed in accordance
with details approved beforehand by the local planning authority to enable
telephone/ broadband services, electricity services and television services to
be connected to any premises within the application site, without recourse to
the erection of distribution poles and overhead lines.

Reason: To maintain the visual character of the locality in accordance
with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

14. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with
the noise attenuation requirements contained within the "Noise Impact
Assessment" dated 21st July 2017 prepared by Environmental Noise
Solutions Ltd.

Reason: To protect the living conditions of the future occupiers of the
proposed residential units in accordance with Policy CM5 of the
Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

15. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported
in writing immediately to the local planning authority.  An investigation and



risk assessment must be undertaken and where remediation is necessary a
remediation scheme must be prepared, which is subject to the approval in
writing of the local planning authority.  Site investigations should follow the
guidance in BS10175.

Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation
scheme a verification report must be prepared, which is subject to the
approval in writing of the local planning authority.

Reason:       To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users
of the land and neighbouring land are minimised, together with
those to controlled waters, property and ecological systems and
to ensure that the development can be carried out safely
without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other
offsite receptors in accordance with Policies GI3 and CM5 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

16. The carriageway, footways, footpaths, cycleways etc shall be designed,
constructed, drained and lit to a standard suitable for adoption and in this
respect further details, including longitudinal/cross sections, shall be
submitted to the local planning authority for approval in writing before work
commences on site.  No work shall be commenced until a full specification
has been approved. These details shall be in accordance with the standards
laid down in the current Cumbria Design Guide.  Any works so approved
shall be constructed before the development is complete.

Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests
of highway safety in accordance with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030 and to support Local Transport
Plan Policies LD5, LD7 and LD8.

17. Prior to the commencement of development details of all measures to be
taken by the applicant/ developer to prevent surface water discharging onto
or off the highway shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The development shall then be undertaken in
accordance with the approved details.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental
management in accordance with Policy SP6 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030 and to support Local Transport
Plan Policies LD7 and LD8.

18. Before any development takes place, a plan shall be submitted for the prior
written approval of the local planning authority reserving adequate land for
the parking of vehicles engaged in construction operations associated with
the development hereby approved, and that land, including vehicular access
thereto, shall be used for or be kept available for these purposes at all times
until completion of the construction works.

Reason: The carrying out of this development without provision of these
facilities during the construction works is likely to lead to



inconvenience and danger to road users in accordance with
Policy SP6 and CM5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030 and to support Local Transport Policy LD8.

19. The development shall not commence until visibility splays providing clear
visibility as of 59m measured 2.4m (from a height of 1.05m) down the centre
of the access roads and the nearside channel line of the major road have
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and
re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted development, no structure,
vehicle or object of any kind shall be erected, parked or placed and no trees,
bushes or other plants shall be planted or be permitted to grown within the
visibility splay which obstruct the visibility splays. The visibility splays shall be
constructed before general development of the site commences so that
construction traffic is safeguarded.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policies
SP6 and CM5 of the Carlisle district Local Plan 2015-2030 and
to support Local Transport Plan Policies LD7 and LD8.

20. The offsite highway works (including but not limited to – traffic calming,
footway provision , uncontrolled pedestrian crossing points etc) shall be
designed, constructed, drained to the satisfaction of the local planning
authority and in this respect further details, including longitudinal/cross
sections, shall be submitted to the local planning authority for approval
before work commences on site.  No work shall be commenced until a full
specification has been approved.  Any works so approved shall be
constructed before any dwelling hereby permitted is occupied.

Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests
of highway safety in accordance with POlicies SP6 and CM5 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 and to support Local
Transport Plan Policies LD5, LD7 and LD8.

21. The Development shall not be begun until a Construction Method Statement
including details of all on-site construction works, post-construction
reinstatement, drainage, mitigation, and other restoration, together with
details of their timetabling has been submitted to and approved by the local
planning authority and shall include measures to secure:

formation of the construction compound and access tracks and any
areas of hardstanding;
cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway;
the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent spillage
or deposit of any materials on the highway;
post-construction restoration/reinstatement of the working areas.

The Construction Method Statement shall be carried out as approved.

Reason: The carrying out of this development without the provision of
these facilities during the construction work is likely to lead to



inconvenience and danger to road users in accordance with
Policies SP6 and CM5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030 and to support Local Transport Policy LD8.

22. No development shall commence until a construction surface water
management plan has been agreed in writing with the local planning
authority.  The development shall then be undertake in accordance  with the
approved details.

Reason: To safeguard against flooding to surrounding sites and to
safeguard against pollution of receiving surface water systems
or watercourses downstream of the site in accordance with
Policy GI3 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

23. Development shall not be begun until a Construction Traffic Management
Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The CTMP shall include details of:

the construction of the site access and the creation, positioning and
maintenance of associated visibility splays;
access gates will be hung to open away from the public highway no less
than 10m from the carriageway edge and shall incorporate appropriate
visibility displays;
the pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for
accommodation works within the highways boundary conducted with a
Highway Authority representative;
details of proposed crossings of the highway verge;
retained areas for vehicle parking, maneuvering, loading and unloading
for their specific purpose during the development;
the surfacing of the access roads from the public highway into the site
shall extend for a minimum of 25m;
construction vehicle routing;
the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway and
other public rights of way/footway;
the scheduling and timing of movements, temporary warning signs and
banksman.

Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Reason: The carrying out of this development without the provision of
these facilities during the construction work is likely to lead to
inconvenience and danger to road users to ensure an adequate
form of development that does not adversely affect the
amenities of the occupiers of neighbouring premises in
accordance with Policy CM5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030  and to support Local Transport Policy LD8

24. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until the respective
estate/ access road (including associated footways, turning heads and
surface water drainage where applicable) has been constructed in all
respects to base course level and street lighting has been provided and



brought into full operational use. 

Reason: To ensure that the matters specified are designed and provided
to ensure a minimum standard of access when the
development is brought into use in accordance with Policy SP6
of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

25. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until the respective
drive and parking area/ spaces for that unit have been completed in
accordance with the approved plans.  The car parking shall thereafter be
retained in accordance with the approved plans and available for use as car
parking and no other use whatsoever. 

Reason: To ensure that the matters specified are provided to ensure a
minimum standard of parking in accordance with Policy IP3 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

26. There shall be no means of access, pedestrian or vehicular, between the site
and existing highways except by way of the approved estate roads and
footways.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy
SP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 and to
support Local Transport Policies LD7 and LD8.

27. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted a fully
developed Surface Water Drainage Strategy (based upon calculations and
information to demonstrate flow routes from the application site to the
relevant watercourse, and the subsequent allowable surface water discharge
rate from the development to the watercourse) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority.  The Surface Water
Drainage Strategy shall comply with relevant current surface water legislation
and guidelines. 

The Strategy approved by the local planning authority shall thereafter be fully
implemented and subsequently maintained, in accordance with the timing/
phasing arrangements embodied within the strategy, or within any other
period as may subsequently be agreed, in writing, by the local planning
authority. 

Reason: To ensure adequate means of surface water disposal to
prevent and reduce the risk of flooding in accordance with
Policies GI3, CC5 and IP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2015-2030.

28. Prior to the commencement of development hereby permitted a foul water
drainage scheme (inclusive of how the scheme shall be maintained and
managed after completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority.  Development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details.



Reason: To prevent pollution of the water environment in accordance
with Policy IP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

29. Prior to the occupation of the development a sustainable drainage
management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development shall
be submitted to the local planning authority and agreed in writing.  The
sustainable drainage management and maintenance plan shall include as a
minimum:

arrangements for adoption by an appropriate public body or statutory
undertaker, or, management and maintenance by a resident's
management company; and
arrangements for inspection and ongoing maintenance of all elements of
the sustainable drainage system to secure the operation of the surface
water drainage scheme throughout its lifetime.

The development shall subsequently be completed, maintained and
managed in accordance with the approved plan.

Reason: To ensure that management arrangements are in place for the
sustainable drainage system in order to manage the risk of
flooding and pollution during the lifetime of the development in
accordance with Policies SP6 and CC5 of the Carlisle District
Local Plan 2015-2030 and to promote sustainable
development, secure proper drainage and to manage the risk
of flooding and pollution in accordance with policies within the
National Planning Policy Framework and National Planning
Practice Guidance.

30. The drainage for the development hereby approved, shall be carried out in
accordance with principles set out in the submitted drawing Engineering
Layout, ref: QD 1257-000-00 Revision E, dated December 2016 designed by
Queensberry Design proposing surface water discharging into watercourse.
No surface water will be permitted to drain directly or indirectly into the public
sewer. Any variation to the discharge of foul shall be agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the development.
The development shall be completed in accordance with the approved
details.

Reason: To ensure a satisfactory form of development and to prevent
an undue increase in surface water run-off and to reduce the
risk of flooding in accordance with Policy IP6 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030.

31. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until the respective
foul and surface water drainage works have been completed in accordance
with the details subject of above conditions 23 and 24.

Reason: To ensure that adequate drainage facilities are available which
are comprehensive in extent and follow a co-ordinated
sequence in accord with Policies GI3, CC5 and IP6 of the
Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.



32. No development shall commence within the site until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological excavation in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted
by the applicant and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To afford reasonable opportunity for the examination and
recording of the remains of archaeological interest that survive
within the site in accordance with Policy HE1 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030.

33. A programme of archaeological post-excavation assessment and analysis,
preparation of a site archive ready for deposition at a store, completion of an
archive report, and submission of the results for publication in a suitable
journal as approved beforehand by the local planning authority shall be
carried out within 1 year of the date of commencement of the hereby
permitted development or otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning
authority.

Reason: To ensure that a permanent and accessible record by the
public is made of the archaeological remains that have been
disturbed by the development in accordance with Policy HE1 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

34. No development shall commence until full details of the proposed wildlife
compensation, mitigation and enhancement measures (including
subsequent management and retention), and the timetable for such have
been submitted to and approved in writing by local planning authority.  The
development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.

Reason: To ensure such works are carried out in accordance with Policy
GI3 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030.

35. Prior to the commencement of development a Construction Environmental
Management Plan shall be submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the local
planning authority.  This shall include noise management measures, waste
minimisation and management measures, bio-security measures to prevent
the introduction of disease and invasive species, measures to prevent
pollution including the management of site drainage such as the use of silt
traps during construction, the checking and testing of imported fill material
where required to ensure suitability for use and prevent the spread invasive
species, the construction hours of working, wheel washing, vibration
management, dust management, vermin control, vehicle control within the
site and localised traffic management and protocols for contact and
consultation with local people and other matters to be agreed with the local
planning authority. 

The agreed scheme shall be implemented upon commencement of
development and shall not be varied without prior written agreement of the
local planning authority.



Reason: To safeguard the living conditions of neighbouring residents,
prevent pollution, and mitigate impacts on wildlife in
accordance with Policies GI1, SP6 and CM5 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2015-2030.

36. The access road within the development hereby approved, shall be
constructed in such a manner that they are capable of accommodating the
weight of the appropriate refuse vehicle when fully laden (up to 26 tonnes).
Where this cannot be achieved, suitable areas shall be allocated within the
development to allow residents to leave bins for collection.  These areas
shall be identified on the Development Layout and submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority.  The development shall
then be undertaken in accordance with the approved plans.

Reason: To ensure adequate provision is made for the collection of
waste in accordance with Policy IP5 of the Carlisle District
Local Plan 2015-2030.




















































































































































































































































